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Reach Your Goals With
Intelligent Visual Communications
As a global leader in intelligent visual communications, RMG 
extends beyond industry limitations to capture attention, inspire 
action, and engage audiences with high-impact visuals and real-
time data displayed to the right audience at the right time. We’re 
proud to serve more than 50% of Fortune 100 companies across a 
wide range of industries.

With more than 35 years of expertise in delivering digital signage 
solutions, RMG can help you reach your goals with cutting-edge 
technology, stunning creative and innovative strategy.

Join the thousands of customers worldwide using RMG’s Award-
Winning Intelligent Digital Solutions.

Achieve maximum benefit and return on investment 
with RMG visual communications solutions.

End-to-End Services
For a Total Visual Soultion
Software - From increased protection from security breaches 
to tracking social media in real time, our software suite offers 
comprehensive content management at your fingertips.

Hardware - Suitable for a wide range of applications, RMG MAX, 
our LED-display visual solution offers outstanding clarity and 
longevity in an energy-efficient package.

Services - Our creative and professional services teams join 
forces to provide exceptional work in design, support and strategic 
communications.

Beyond every idea at RMG is
 empowerment through innovation.
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90% of executives understand the importance 
of employee engagement, fewer than 50% 

understand how to effectively address the issue.
- Gallup

Improve Efficiency
And Engagement
RMG has more than 35 years of expertise in delivering digital 
signage solutions to increase organizational productivity, efficiency 
and engagement. We can help you reach your goals with intelligent 
visual communications.

Beyond visionary might, technology
is pushed to new frontiers.

Connect to All Points
Of Your Business
Our intelligent software targets audiences with the right message 
at the right time through the right device. Reach consumers or 
employees with customized messaging regardless of how many 
or where they are located, using digital signage, desktop or mobile.

One-to-One: solutions allow direct targeting. Target messages to 
get critical information to a specific person. 

One-to-Few: Segment your audience and deliver messaging to 
different locations, departments or groups.

One-to-Many: Our solutions allow you to connect all areas of your 
business on a global scale.
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Companies show a 29% increase in profit when 
communication reinforced strengths.

- Gallup

Solutions Across Multiple
Market Segments
Internal Communications - Propel your organization to the 
next level of productivity with engaging and intelligent solutions for 
visual internal communications. 

Contact Center - Realize call center performance goals 
and keep track of KPIs with visual contact center solutions to 
maximize efficiency and customer satisfaction. 

Supply Chain - RMG visual supply chain solutions give 
managers and employees real-time visibility of workforce 
productivity and bottlenecks for maximum efficiency.

Retail - Take your visual merchandising strategy and sales to a 
higher level with a differentiated, unique shopping experience that 
makes customers eager to return.

Hospitality - Reach new heights in guest satisfaction with 
stunning displays and innovative solutions to create an immersive 
hotel experience.

Capture attention, inspire action and 
engage audiences with stunning visuals.
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Flexible, Reliable and Secure
Data Integration
Built-in data collectors extract critical fields, synthesize the 
important data and format it for simultaneous display on multiple 
endpoints. Information services include:

• Automatic call distributors, interactive voice response systems
• Service desk management
• Event management systems
• Scheduling & calendaring systems
• Warehouse, labor and transportation management systems
• Network management systems
• Homegrown systems

Studies show that organizations that use 
gamification techniques have 147% more growth, 

35% less staff turnover, and a workforce that is 
37% more engaged than those who don’t.

- Gallup
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Experience an Interactive
Visual Journey With Korbyt.
Korbyt represents a new standard in visual enterprise 
communications. Its SaaS architecture makes integrating, 
managing and deploying content from one central platform to 
all end points quick and easy, including digital signage, desktop 
and mobile devices. Choose the hosting environment to fit your 
enterprise with options for cloud, on-premise, or a combination. 

Key features: Content management, real-time data integration, 
user-friendly UX

Korbyt – Create. Connect. Inspire.

korbyt.com

®

Mobilize Your Global Workforce and
Stay Connected to Your Business. 
KorbytGO integrates the day-to-day necessities of employee life 
into one mobile app. Intuitive and impactful, it’s the essential tool 
to keep employees connected, productive and engaged from 
anywhere. Employee engagement starts with GO.

Key features: Mobile application, centralized hub, engagement 
dashboards, customizable interface
 
 
KorbytGO – The Internal Communications Impact App

korbytgo.com

Internal Communications Impact App
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Engagement Through Innovation
With a Powerful Desktop Solution.
With stunning visuals and real-time data delivered to employee 
desktops, RMG InView captures attention and inspires action with 
the right message at the right time.   More effective than email 
or the intranet, this desktop application connects employees 
and managers with vital information and performance data, all 
consolidated into an easy to access dashboard.  

Key features: Desktop dashboard, real-time data,
customizable interface

Korbyt InView- your vital desktop dashboard

rmginview.com

Light Up Your Business With
Brilliant Content on RMG MAX.
Suitable for a wide range of applications, our LED-display visual 
solution offers outstanding clarity, contrast and longevity in a 
lightweight and energy-efficient package.

Key features: Advanced LED technology, customized shapes and 
sizes, integration with software and media players
 
RMG MAX, the vital spark your data needs.

rmgmax.com
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Transform Your Communications
With Content Creative Solutions.
RMG’s in-house team of graphic designers and writers join creative 
forces to maximize your digital signage solutions.

Creative content services: Digital Signage Audit & Content Refresh, 
Content Governance, Content Calendar & Editorial Planning and 
Static & Video Storytelling.
 
RMG’s Creative Services – where creativity and content are king.

rmgnetworks.com/creative-services

Attract Attention
With Headline News.
Join the thousands of customers who depend on OnTarget for 
automated news, weather, entertainment and more, updated 
throughout the day. RMG’s curated content services provide a 
selected of automatically updated content feeds to keep viewers 
engaged, informed and entertained.

RMG OnTarget - Keep content fresh with easy,
automated content updates.

rmgnetworks.com/digital-content
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Symon™ says
Inspire your Visual Communication.
Beyond our screens is SYMON ™, a suite of enterprise software 
designed to make your visual communication experience come to 
life.  Our secure, feature-rich software suite offers comprehensive 
content management at your fingertips.

Key features:  Content management, advanced data integration, 
on-premise security

SYMON™ - Transform your visual communications

rmgnetworks.com/digital-signage-software

Beyond a Warranty
Lies Something More.
RMG More offers a world-class maintenance service program for 
SYMON clients, with round-the-clock support from our experienced 
technical staff and access to the latest software enhancements.

Expect MORE from your support program.

rmgnetworks.com/customer-support
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Productivity improves by 20-25% in organizations 
with employees that feel connected and engaged.

- Gallup
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For more information about our Intelligent Visual Solutions, 
connect with us today.

Global Headquarters
Dallas, Texas USA

877-796-6634

Europe
Luton, England

+44 203 868 6930

Middle East
Dubai, UAE

+971 4 434 7580

info@rmgnetworks.com | rmgnetworks.com

®


